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Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Mary Agnes Matyszewski received evidence at an administrative
hearing on November 4, 2020 for the above-referenced matter. The matter was submitted and the
record was closed on the date of hearing. On November 16, 2020, ALJ Matyszewski issued a
Proposed Decision denying Respondent Marlene Finander’s appeal of CalSTRS’ determination
that she was not entitled to additional service credit and was not entitled to a final compensation
calculation based upon service credit of twenty-five or more years (Attachment 1).
POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES
As further detailed in the submitted written statement, Ms. Finander contends that the Appeals
Committee should reject the Proposed Decision.
Staff recommends that the Appeals Committee adopt the Proposed Decision with the technical or
other minor changes referenced below.
DISCUSSION
Ms. Finander became a CalSTRS member in February 1975 by virtue of her employment with the
Los Angeles Unified School District. Over the preceding four months, she had performed some
non-qualifying service in the form of substitute teaching for the district. From February 1975 until
her retirement in August 2005, Ms. Finander accrued 24.830 years of service credit. The dispute
leading to the administrative appeal does not focus on the calculation of her service credit; instead,
the dispute focuses on what she believes she was told by a benefits counselor about her nonqualifying service credit available for purchase, her subsequent purchase of the available nonqualifying service credit, and her claim that CalSTRS should now be estopped from denying her
twenty-five years of service credit and the one-year final compensation calculation that would
result.
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Ms. Finander believes that she and her husband met with benefits counselor April Sharp on one
occasion only and alleges she was told by Ms. Sharp during that one appointment that, if she paid
the exact amount of $1,272.96, she would have twenty-five years of service credit. CalSTRS’
records, however, show that Ms. Finander had three separate benefits counseling sessions.
CalSTRS’ records reflect that she met with Ms. Sharp in April 2004. The worksheet prepared by
Ms. Sharp in advance of the meeting correctly states that Ms. Finander had 24.612 years of service
credit at that time. The documentation further indicates that Ms. Finander was significantly late
for the appointment causing an inability to prepare any benefit estimate. There is no indication
that the subject of non-qualifying service credit or the purchase of such service credit was
discussed at the meeting. CalSTRS’ records show that Ms. Finander then met with benefits
counselor Charles Courdy in May 2004. Various benefit estimates were prepared in conjunction
with this meeting based upon various assumptions and information provided by Ms. Finander. The
worksheet prepared in advance of the meeting again correctly noted Ms. Finander’s 24.612 years
of service credit. Certain benefit estimates include additional accrued service credit, significant
unused sick leave and the purchase of .388 service credit – an amount that would, if available, lead
to total service credit of twenty-five years.
Following the meeting with Mr. Courdy, Ms. Finander submitted a request to purchase nonqualifying service credit in the amount of .388 years. CalSTRS responded to the request stating
that she was eligible to purchase only .114 years of non-qualifying service credit and the cost to
do so was $1,272.96. Ms. Finander completed the purchase and received .114 years of service
credit; however, that amount was insufficient to bring her to twenty-five years.
CalSTRS’ records show that Ms. Finander met a second time with Ms. Sharp in August 2005. The
worksheet prepared by Ms. Sharp correctly acknowledges that Ms. Finander remained short of
twenty-five years of service credit. Despite being informed at this meeting that she had accrued
only 24.809 years of service credit, she submitted her service retirement application less than one
week later. A minor reporting adjustment modified her service credit to 24.830, but she ultimately
had no unused sick leave and no other adjustments bringing her to twenty-five years. Her final
compensation was calculated based upon her highest average compensation earnable for a
consecutive 36-month period pursuant to Education Code section 22134.
Shortly after submitting her retirement application, Ms. Finander engaged in communication with
CalSTRS’ Ombudsman’s office seeking explanation of her service credit total. Those
contemporaneous communications in 2005 do not allege that Ms. Sharp made any
misrepresentations regarding her ability to purchase more service credit or that she would have
twenty-five years following the purchase she finalized. Her communications focused on the
alleged retaliation and theft of her service credit by the district. Following a delay of more than
ten years, Ms. Finander initiated this appeal claiming that she made the service credit purchase
because Ms. Sharp specifically stated that she would reach twenty-five years upon the purchase.
At the hearing, Ms. Finander presented her own testimony and that of her husband asserting that
she only had one in-person meeting with a benefits counselor. She denied meeting with Mr.
Courdy at all or Ms. Sharp on a second occasion. She and her husband testified that Ms. Sharp
was able during the meeting to determine the exact amount of service credit available for purchase
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and the price in order to obtain twenty-five years of service credit. CalSTRS presented testimony
and documentary evidence that Ms. Finander attended three benefits counseling sessions and that
Ms. Sharp could not have made the representations alleged because the documents relating to the
first meeting do not reference a service credit purchase and no estimates were prepared. By the
time she met the second time with Ms. Sharp, the .114 service credit purchase had already been
consummated. CalSTRS presented evidence that Ms. Finander was informed at all times that she
had not achieved an aggregate service credit total of at least twenty-five years.
ALJ Matyszewski found that Ms. Finander’s claims were not supported by the evidence.
Specifically, she found that the evidence did not establish that Ms. Sharp made improper
representations or that CalSTRS misled her regarding her service credit total. ALJ Matyszewski,
therefore, ruled that Ms. Finander’s service credit total is accurate and that her final compensation
must be calculated utilizing her highest consecutive 36-month period of compensation earnable
pursuant to Education Code section 22134. ALJ Matyszewski further ruled that CalSTRS is not
estopped from implementing the proper calculation. Accordingly, ALJ Matyszewski denied Ms.
Finander’s appeal in its entirety and upheld CalSTRS’ determination regarding her benefits.
WRITTEN STATEMENT FROM MEMBER
Ms. Finander submitted a written statement in response to the Proposed Decision requesting that
the committee reject the Proposed Decision (Attachment 2). She attempted to include a document
in support of her position that was neither introduced nor admitted as evidence during the hearing;
however, since the committee cannot take additional evidence at this time pursuant to Government
Code section 11517, the attachment is not included. Ms. Finander’s statement does not change
staff’s recommendation that the committee adopt the Proposed Decision with the technical or other
minor changes referenced below.
STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends that the Appeals Committee adopt the Proposed Decision with the following
technical and minor changes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

On page 2, Summary, line 4, change “earned” to “earnable.”
On page 2, Summary, line 5, change “she” to “it.”
On page 2, Summary, line 8, change “earned” to “earnable.”
On page 4, paragraph 8, line 5, change “May 20, 2004” to “April 20, 2004.”
On page 10, paragraph 18, line 13, change “May 20, 2004” to “April 20, 2004.”
On page 15, paragraph 26, line 1, change “July 17, 2005” to “September 17, 2005.”
On page 20, paragraph 35, line 1, change “April 18, 2018” to “December 14, 2018.”
On page 20, paragraph 35, line 15, change “April 22, 2005” to “August 22, 2005.”

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Proposed Decision
Attachment 2: Written Statement of Marlene Finander
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BEFORE THE
TEACHERS’ RETIREMENT BOARD
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

In the Matter of the Statement of Issues Regarding the
Retirement Benefits of:
MARLENE FINANDER, Respondent
Agency Case No. STRS20180032
OAH No. 2019091079
PROPOSED DECISION
Mary Agnes Matyszewski, Administrative Law Judge, Office of Administrative
Hearings, State of California, heard this matter by video and teleconference on
November 4, 2020, because of the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic.
Marc H. Axelbaum Esq., and Malcolm A. Brudigam, Esq., of Pillsbury Winthrop
Shaw Pittman LLP, represented complainant, Cassandra Lichnock, Chief Operating
Officer, California State Teachers’ Retirement System (CalSTRS).
Marlene Finander, respondent, represented herself.
The matter was submitted for decision on November 4, 2020.

SUMMARY
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Ms. Finander asserted that her retirement benefits should be recalculated
because she purchased additional service credit that resulted in her having 25 years of
service credit. As such, her final compensation should be calculated using her highest
average annual compensation earned during 12 consecutive months. Complainant
asserted that she had correctly calculated Ms. Finander’s service credit, that her
purchase of additional service credit did not result in her reaching 25 years, and that
her final compensation was correctly calculated using her highest average annual
compensation earned during 36 consecutive months. The documents introduced at
hearing completely refuted Ms. Finander’s claims and fully supported complainant’s
position. Ms. Finander’s appeal is denied.

FACTUAL FINDINGS
Jurisdictional Matters
1.

Ms. Finander is a former school teacher who became a CalSTRS member

on February 24, 1975. She retired from the Los Angeles School District (referred to
herein as LAUSD or district) effective August 1, 2005, and began receiving benefits.
2.

Ms. Finander requested that CalSTRS recalculate her benefits, asserting

she was entitled to 25 years of service credit and her highest one-year salary should be
used as her final compensation. CalSTRS conducted internal reviews, denied that
request, and Ms. Finander appealed CalSTRS’s determination.
3.

On August 26, 2019, Ms. Lichnock signed the statement of issues in her

official capacity. The statement of issues requested that Ms. Finander’s appeal be
2
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denied because she retired with less than 25 years of service credit (First Cause for
Denial), and she failed to identify any correctable error or omissions (Second Cause for
Denial). The statement of issues and other required jurisdictional documents were
served on Ms. Finander who timely filed a notice of defense.

Parties’ Positions
4.

Ashley Lopez-Trotter, a CalSTRS Appeals Specialist, reviewed all the

documents in CalSTRS’s possession and testified in this hearing. She explained the
retirement process whereby members can meet with benefits counselors to discuss
their retirement plans, obtain estimates of their potential retirement benefits, and
generally learn about the retirement process. Ms. Lopez-Trotter also detailed the
numerous documents and information materials available to members in both printed
form and on various websites. Ms. Lopez-Trotter described CalSTRS’s two-step internal
appeal process if a member is dissatisfied with a CalSTRS’s decision; first the member
can request a review and if dissatisfied with that result, can request an Executive
Review. If still not satisfied, the member can request an administrative hearing, as
occurred here. Ms. Lopez-Trotter explained the purpose of the various CalSTRS
documents introduced at hearing and the rationale for CalSTRS’s decisions regarding
Ms. Finander.
5.

Ms. Finander asserted she only met one time, very briefly, with benefits

counselor April Sharp, and she and her husband testified about that meeting. Ms.
Finander denied meeting with Ms. Sharp twice, and denied meeting “in person” with
benefits counselor Charles Courdy. Ms. Finander claimed she was not provided with
various documents CalSTRS asserts she was given, and was misled by CalSTRS. Ms.
Finander argued that she purchased additional service credit so she would reach 25

3
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years of service credit and, because of that, her final compensation has been
incorrectly calculated. She requested her benefits be recalculated.

Chronology of Events at Issue
6.

CalSTRS offers members a defined benefit program, a traditional pension

program with lifetime monthly benefits set by statute.
7.

On April 2, 2004, benefits counselor April Sharp completed a Counselor

Prep Sheet for her 2:00 p.m., April 20, 2004, appointment with Ms. Finander. An entry
in all caps stated: “[MEMBER] HAS A GAZILLION QUESTIONS REGARDING RETIREMENT
VERSUS DISABILITY VERSUS EVERYTHING?” Ms. Sharp recorded Ms. Finander’s
birthday, her “member status” date of February 24, 1975, her “nonmember status” date
of October 25, 1974, and her “Disability Election” of “A” on the Prep Sheet. Ms. Sharp
documented that as of June 30, 2003, Ms. Finander had 24.612 service credit years and
noted her prior and current earnings. Ms. Sharp also wrote: “Member was 35 minutes
late. We did not have time to print an estimate.” There was no documentation of any
discussion regarding purchasing service credit.
8.

On May 4, 2004, benefits counselor Charles Courdy, filled out a

Counselor Prep Sheet in preparation for his May 24, 2004, 11:00 a.m., meeting with Ms.
Finander. An entry on the Prep Sheet in all caps noted: “PA . . . 4/20/04; SHARP. NOTE:
MBR HAS A GAZILLION QUESTIONS REGARDING RETIREMENT VERSUS DISABILITY
VERSUS EVERYTHING?” Of note, this entry referenced the May 20, 2004, meeting Ms.
Finander had with Ms. Sharp. In the “*PERQ* Statistical Data” section, Mr. Courdy
noted Ms. Finander’s birthday, member status date, non-member other status date,
and her disability election, consistent with what Ms. Sharp had previously documented.
Ms. Finander had a service credit of 24.612 as of June 30, 2003; her tax contributions
4
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and “DBS balance” were noted and the “No” line was checked to the question “One
year F/C?” (These acronyms were not explained at hearing.) Mr. Courdy made several
calculations regarding Ms. Finander’s salary and wrote that her service credit for
November and December was .0266.
9.

Mr. Courdy’s May 24, 2004, Service Retirement Estimate, a document

created as part of the retirement counseling sessions with members, identified Ms.
Finander’s projected retirement date as July 1, 2004. Her Service Credit as of June 30,
2003, was 24.612; her Credited Service to Retirement Date (Estimate) was .26; both her
Credited Service and her Total Service Credit were 24.638. The “Final Compensation”
section stated: “Highest Average 36 Month Earnable Salary / 36 = ($65,421 + $65,718
+ $64,734) / 36 = $5,440.” The “Monthly Unmodified Allowance” section contained the
following entry: “Service Credit 24.638 X Age Factor 2.067% X Final Compensation
$5,440 = Unmodified Allowance $2,770. Unmodified Allowance = 50.92% of Final
Compensation.” In the “Comments” section Mr. Courdy documented: “Member verified
salary information. Discussed election of retirement options. Member provided
information for estimate.” The Comments section also contained the following
disclaimer:
This estimate of your monthly benefit was calculated using
assumptions and data supplied by your employer, which are
subject to change. It is your responsibility to ensure that the
information is correct. This estimate is not binding upon
you or CalSTRS. If a conflict arises between information
provided by CalSTRS and the law, the law takes precedence.
10.

The second Service Retirement Estimate Mr. Courdy prepared on May 24,

2004, contained calculations in the “Service Credit” section that estimated Permissive
5
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Service Credit of .388 and an Unused Sick Leave Credit (80/182) of .440. Using those
estimates, Ms. Finander’s Credited Service would be 25.026, her Total Service Credit
would be 25.466, and her Final Compensation would be the “Highest Average 12
Month Earnable Salary / 12 = ($67,687) / 12 = $5,640.” Using that figure, her Monthly
Unmodified Allowance would be: “Service Credit 25.466 X Age Factor 2.067% X Final
Compensation $5,640 = Unmodified Allowance $2,969. Unmodified Allowance =
52.64% Of Final Compensation.” In addition to the same disclaimer language noted
above, Mr. Courdy documented the following in the “Comments” section:
Estimate assumes member will purchase .388 years of
nonmember service. Member provided unused sick leave
information. Unused sick leave credit equals 80 days of
unused sick leave divided by 182 days in contract work year.
It cannot be used to qualify for the career factor, one-year
final compensation, or longevity bonus. Member verified
salary information. Discussed election of retirement options.
Member provided information for estimate.
11.

A third Service Retirement Estimate Mr. Courdy prepared on May 24,

2004, contained calculations assuming .388 permissive service credit, but not any
unused sick leave. In that scenario, Ms. Finander’s Total Service Credit would be
25.026. Her Final Compensation would be: “Highest Average 12 Month Earnable
Salary / 12 = ($65,718) / 12 = $5476.” Her Monthly Unmodified Allowance would be:
“Service Credit 25.026 X Age Factor 2.067% X Final Compensation $5,476 =
Unmodified Allowance $2,833. Unmodified Allowance = 51.73% of Final
Compensation.” In addition to the same disclaimer language as the other two
estimates, Mr. Courdy documented the following in the Comments section: “Estimate
6
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assumes member will purchase .388 years of nonmember service. Member verified
salary information. Discussed election of retirement options. Member provided
information for estimate.”
12.

Mr. Courdy also prepared a CalSTRS Benefits Counseling Appointment

Summary which was signed and dated by Ms. Finander on May 24, 2004. By her
signature Ms. Finander “acknowledged the receipt of the materials indicated above”
which were the CalSTRS Member Handbook, Estimate of Service Retirement Benefit,
Service Retirement Application Packet, Benefits Counseling Information Packet, OneTime Death Benefit Recipient Form, Coverage A - Family Benefit/Disability Benefit
Handout, Pre-Retirement Election of an Option, Purchase Additional Service Credit
Brochure, Legislative Alert Bulletin, and VIP Brochure. The Benefits Counseling
Appointment Summary recommended Ms. Finander review the Member Handbook,
and that she “should consult as many sources as possible to stay informed about
changes to maximize retirement benefits.” Additional sources of information were
identified including various websites, a contact phone number, and a recommendation
to attend a CalSTRS retirement workshop. Copies of the materials provided to Ms.
Finander were received in evidence.
Of note, Ms. Finander’s signature and date on the Summary demonstrated she
met with Mr. Courdy on May 24, 2004, consistent with his documentation. Her vague
testimony, referenced below, that it was not “in person,” and that of her husband that
they did not meet with Mr. Courdy were belied by this document.
13.

On May 25, 2004, the day after meeting with Mr. Courdy, Ms. Finander

signed and submitted a Redeposit or Purchase of Permissive or Nonqualified Service
Credit that was received by CalSTRS on May 27, 2004. In that document Ms. Finander
requested a billing statement for the purchase of nonmember service of .388,
7
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acknowledging that she understood “that further information and verification may be
required.” She identified “L.A. and O.C. School Districts” as her employers from
October 25, 1974, to February 23, 1975. The sentence in bold print above Ms.
Finander’s signature stated: “I understand this is not a contract and that my signature
does not create an obligation on my part.”
14.

On August 12, 2004, CalSTRS corresponded with Ms. Finander advising

her that:
This billing statement represents the contributions required
for CalSTRS to add service credit to your account. The
amount of service credit you can purchase is based on the
service you performed prior to the time you qualified for
membership with CalSTRS. You may receive credit for such
non-member service provided you pay the required
contributions. The following is a breakdown of the
information you requested.
CalSTRS’s chart demonstrated that from the years 1974 to 1975, Ms. Finander’s
“Service Credit Total” was .1140; the Total Due to purchase her .114 service credit was
$1,272.96. CalSTRS further advised Ms. Finander:
If your payment is not received within 35 days of
08/12/2004, the amount may increase substantially.
Completion of payment will add the service credit indicated
above, to your account. This service credit will be used in
the calculation for retirement and survivor benefits. Your
payment will not affect your membership date or your
8
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disability and survivor benefits coverage. For information on
payment options, please read the enclosure titled,

Important Information.
CalSTRS gave Ms. Finander several billing payment options to purchase her .114
service credit, one of which was to pay a lump sum of $1,272.96. She could select her
option by checking one of the boxes and returning the form to CalSTRS.
15.

On September 11, 2004, Ms. Finander signed and returned the form,

checking the box marked: “I elect to pay in one lump sum of $1,272.96.” She circled
the “Total Due” section of the chart where $1,272.96 was written.
16.

On October 22, 2004, CalSTRS sent Ms. Finander a letter titled “BILLING

INFORMATION” which stated: “Your election to purchase service credit is paid in full.
You have paid a total of $1,272.96 for the selection. This will add .114 year(s) of service
credit to your contribution account.” The letter provided CalSTRS’s toll-free number to
call if Ms. Finander had “any questions regarding this matter.”
17.

On February 27, 2005, CalSTRS sent Ms. Finander a form similar to the

one sent on August 12, 2004. The February 27, 2005, form stated:
This billing statement represents the contributions required
for CalSTRS to add non-qualified service credit to your
account. You may purchase up to five years of non-qualified
service credit. Non-qualified service credit cannot be used
for benefit enhancements such as career factor, one-year
final compensation, or longevity bonus. The following is a
breakdown of the information you requested.

9
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The form contained a chart demonstrating that for Ms. Finander to purchase
Service Credit Total of 5.0000, the Principal Due and the Total Due were $93,148.79.
Ms. Finander was again advised that if she did not make the purchase within 35 days,
the amount may increase substantially. CalSTRS gave Ms. Finander several payment
options to purchase that service credit. No evidence was introduced that Ms. Finander
ever purchased those five years.
18.

A Pre-Retirement Interview Prep Sheet completed by Ms. Sharp noted

that she had an appointment with Ms. Finander scheduled for August 18, 2005, at 1:30
p.m. The following note was written on the sheet:
PA . . . 4/20/04; SHARP. PA . . . 5/24/04 COURDY. NOTE:
[MEMBER] WANTS 2-HR APPT. WITH THE MOST
EXPERIENCED [COUNSELOR]. (I GAVE HER TO A. SHARP).
[MEMBER] WAS PREVIOUSLY ON WKRS COMP (TOTALLY
DISABLED). [MEMBER] STATES HER DISTRICT HAS TAKEN
AWAY SOME OF HER “YEARS OF SERVICE CREDIT” AND
“MONEY”. WANTS TO KNOW IF SHE CAN COLLECT FROM
STRS DISABILITY & RETIREMENT, TOO?
Of note, this entry referenced Ms. Finander’s two CalSTRS meetings, one on
May 20, 2004, with Ms. Sharp and one on May 24, 2004, with Mr. Courdy. Ms. Sharp
documented information in the “Person Query” section, including Ms. Finander’s
account history. Ms. Sharp noted that Ms. Finander purchased nonmember service
credit of .114 years that was paid in full on September 15, 2004. Ms. Finander’s service
credit as of June 30, 2005, was 24.809 years. Ms. Sharp documented Ms. Finander’s
various earnings, and wrote “stopped working May 2001.” In a different type of pen,
thick black as opposed to the other thin black entries, the following was written:
10
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“Member very emotional & crying during interview.” Although Ms. Lopez-Trotter
testified that Ms. Sharp made all the entries on this document, the entry about Ms.
Finander’s emotional presentation at the meeting appeared to be in a different
handwriting than the other entries, so it was unclear who made that entry, and it was
not relied upon in making any of the findings reached herein.
19.

On August 18, 2005, Ms. Sharp completed a Benefits Counseling

Appointment Summary. Ms. Finander signed that document acknowledging her
receipt of the CalSTRS Member Handbook, Estimate of Service Retirement Benefit,
Your Retirement Guide, and the Benefits Counseling Information Packet. In the
comments section Ms. Sharp wrote “[Check] LAUSD.” Copies of the materials provided
to Ms. Finander were received in evidence.
20.

Ms. Sharp prepared a Service Retirement Estimate dated August 22, 2005.

No explanation why this document was prepared four days after Ms. Sharp met with
Ms. Finander was offered at this hearing. Ms. Sharp documented that Ms. Finander’s
projected retirement date was August 1, 2005. As of June 30, 2005, her Total Service
Credit was 24.809 and her Final Compensation was calculated as follows: “Highest
Average 36 Month Earnable Salary / 36 = ($65,422 + $66,052 + $64,739) / 36 =
$5,422.” Using that amount, Ms. Finander’s Monthly Unmodified Benefit was estimated
as follows: “Service Credit 24.809 X Age Factor 2.200% X Final Compensation $5,422 =
Unmodified Benefit $2,959. Unmodified Benefit = 54.57% of Final Compensation.” In
addition to the disclaimer language contained in the other estimates, Ms. Sharp noted
in the Comments section: “Member provided or verified salary.” There is no
documentation regarding any discussion of purchasing service credit.

11
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On August 22, 2005, Ms. Finander signed and submitted her retirement

application. CalSTRS received it on August 26, 2005. Ms. Finander identified her last
date of paid employment as June 30, 2004, and her retirement date as August 1, 2005.
22.

On August 25, 2005, Ms. Finander emailed the CalSTRS Ombudsman. The

subject of her email was “STRS: HELP! school district retaliation and theft of SRTS $$!!”
In her email Ms. Finander claimed:
LAUSD took away years of service from me AFTER my
husband and I paid in over $1200 to buy in a lump sum
another small amount of service years in order to get me/us
up to a 25 full years of service for the INITIAL calculation of
my retirement.
When we met with a STRS counselor in May 2004, I
needed only a tiny bit more service years from the 24-3/4
service years then in the account to get to 25 full-service
years. Then in November 2004, I received my June 30, 2004
program year ending report and it actually showed LESS
service years credit than I had before the additional
purchase!
This caused the obvious result: when my husband
and I met with the STRS supervisor counselor just last week,
she was forced to calculate an initial estimated monthly
base retirement benefit figure based on the average of the
3 highest years, instead of the [any] highest year
salary/contributions --- as I had just made the purchase for.
12
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This is outrageous. It is nothing more than
RETALIATION against me for my filing a WC-AOV [“Act of
Violence”] claim, as a victim of a murder plot against me
that barely missed succeeding.
Please demand that LAUSD put the $ back in my
account IMMEDIATELY and that my initial base retirement
benefit figure [subject to OTHER increases required and/or
recognized by law] be properly increased back up to what it
should have INITIALLY been in the first place [after 2004
purchase].
Of note, in this very email Ms. Finander references two meetings with
counselors which contradicted her and her husband’s testimony that they only met
with one counselor one time.
23.

Valorie Farris, CalSTRS Associate Ombudsman, replied to Ms. Finander’s

email on August 26, 2005, stating:
In September 2004 you purchased .114 service credit of
non-member time for the period of October 25, 1974 until
you became a member of CalSTRS on December 24, 1975.
When you requested a billing statement to purchase that
time you indicated you wanted to purchase .388 service
credit, which is exactly the amount of service credit you
needed at the time to reach 25.000. After researching your
request, CalSTRS determined you were eligible to purchase
only .114 service credit and not .388. To earn .388 service
13
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credit during that period of time you would have had to
work the equivalent of a full-time contract. If you did work
that much time, you would have automatically qualified for
mandatory membership and would have become a member
earlier than February 24, 1975.
CalSTRS [sic] database reflects the data reported by
the districts. We are unable to make service credit changes
directly; those must come from the districts. I have asked
our unit that works with the districts to verify the
subsequent year adjustments that resulted in a decrease of
.021 service credit to you. Subsequent year adjustments are
commonly made by districts to correct earlier reporting
data. I would encourage you to contact your district
regarding the changes as well, so that at a minimum you
understand why the changes were made.
Even after the purchase of .114 service credit, I don’t
believe you would have 25.000 years of service credit.
Ms. Farris provided a breakdown of Ms. Finander’s service credit at the time she
made her purchase, noting that her total service credit after her purchase was 24.830,
which was .170 service credit short of 25.000. Mr. Farris wrote that “[a]s of today, you
have 24.809 years of service credit and are .191 short of 25.000. You may earn .191
service credit by working or possibly by purchasing the time.” She advised that there
were several kinds of service credit that may be purchased and directed Ms. Finander
to CalSTRS’s website to determine if she qualified. Ms. Farris advised that she would
contact Ms. Finander when CalSTRS heard back from the school district.
14
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On September 1, 2005, Ms. Finander forwarded her email to the

Ombudsman, stating “2ND REQUEST FOR HELP!!!!”
25.

On September 15, 2005, Ms. Farris replied and attached her August 26,

2005, email. Ms. Farris informed Ms. Finander that she checked with the school district
which advised that Ms. Finander had no unused sick leave. She again told Ms. Finander
to contact the district to determine if the .021 adjustment had been made in error, but
cautioned that even if that service credit was added, Ms. Finander would still be short
of having 25.000 years of service credit.
Ms. Farris noted that the two estimates prepared when Ms. Finander met with
the benefits counselor in May 2004 were prepared using different assumptions. One
estimate assumed no purchase of service credit and no service credit for unused sick
leave; the other “was based on assumptions that were not realized.” Ms. Farris
explained that this second estimate assumed Ms. Finander could purchase .388 service
credit, had a service credit of .440 for 80 unused sick leave days, and using one year
final compensation. However, Ms. Finander “had only .114 non-member service
eligible for purchase and did not have any unused sick leave.” Ms. Farris ended her
email by advising that she did not know “how much time or energy” Ms. Finander was
“willing to expend dealing with your district regarding the issue of the .021 service
credit adjustment” but even if that amount was re-reported to CalSTRS, it would only
increase her monthly benefits “by approximately $3.00 per month”
No evidence that Ms. Finander ever replied to this email was offered.
26.

On July 17, 2005, CalSTRS sent Ms. Finander a letter advising that her

benefits had changed from estimates or payments she previously received “as the
result of additional employer reporting or an internal correction to your account.” The
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recalculation resulted in an overpayment and CalSTRS would deduct five percent of
her monthly benefit until the overpayment was paid in full. The letter stated that Ms.
Finander’s years of service were 24.809.
27.

On September 2, 2006, CalSTRS sent Ms. Finander a letter advising that

her benefits had changed due to “either the result of additional employer reporting or
an internal correction to your account.” The recalculation resulted in an underpayment
and she would receive an adjustment within 21 days. Ms. Finander’s years of service
were revised from 24.809 to 24.830.
28.

On March 17, 2007, CalSTRS sent Ms. Finander a letter advising her of a

change to her benefits as “the result of additional employer reporting or an internal
correction to your account.” The recalculation resulted in an underpayment and she
would receive an adjustment within 21 days. Her years of service remained at 24.830.
29.

On July 19, 2008, CalSTRS sent Ms. Finander a letter advising her of

another change in her benefits because “of additional employer reporting or an
internal correction to your account.” The recalculation resulted in an overpayment and
CalSTRS would deduct five percent of her monthly benefit until the overpayment was
paid in full. Her years of service remained at 24.830
30.

On May 16, 2016, Tom Barrett, CalSTRS Ombudsman, replied to Ms.

Finander’s inquiry regarding the service credit she had accumulated. The “inquiry” Ms.
Finander sent was not offered at this hearing, and Ms. Finander did not explain at this
hearing why she raised this issue 11 years after she receiving Ms. Farris’s email. Mr.
Barrett explained the various corrections the school district performed that resulted in
changes to Ms. Finander’s service credit, something which he noted is “very common.”
Mr. Barrett wrote: “The adjustments on your account appear reasonable and meet
16
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CalSTRS reporting requirements. Also, districts do not report service credit, they report
earnings and contract rates only. Service credit is automatically derived by CalSTRS by
dividing earnings by the contract rate.”
Mr. Barrett provided Ms. Finander with a copy of the district’s sick leave report
verifying that Ms. Finander “did not have any accumulated unused sick leave” when
she retired. Since Ms. Finander believed that to be inaccurate, Mr. Barrett “again
encourage[d]” her to discuss that with the district directly. He explained that CalSTRS
could not credit Ms. Finander for sick leave the district did not verify. Mr. Barrett
explained that Ms. Finander was not eligible to purchase .388 non-member time, she
was only eligible to purchase .114 service credit, which she did. Mr. Barrett advised Ms.
Finander to contact her community college district employer regarding her contention
of accumulated sick leave for that employment, but cautioned that it was not likely she
would have sufficient accumulated unused sick leave to reach 25 years of service
credit, as she would have to have been working full-time for several years in that
position, and she had only been working there part-time for a few years.
31.

On August 14, 2017, Ms. Finander sent an email to Patty Clark, CalSTRS

Ombudsman Coordinator, thanking her “for your information and assistance in
working to obtain all of my hard-earned CAL-STRS [sic] Rights and Benefits.” Ms.
Finander reported the “updated information” she had including “high” salaries
reported during various school years, claiming her highest salary was $67,000, and that
she had paid “approximately $1,290 in order to move me on the benefit scale to the
next higher level.” She claimed this was “ignored by LAUSD and financially never
acknowledged.” (Of note, neither claim was true, Ms. Finander’s payment was
acknowledged by CalSTRS which informed her it was for the purchase of .114 service
credit). Ms. Finander further claimed she was a full-time employee in the district from
17
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September 1979 through June 2006, “employed for 27 years of FULL-time certificated
service and also completed 105 postgraduate credits beyond my BA,” and was a
district “certificated substitute teacher” during the 1978-1979 school year. She was
“requesting that EVERY ONE of my CAL-STRS [sic] Benefit Rights be corrected to the
maximum per [California] law.” No documentary evidence to support Ms. Finander’s
assertions set forth in this letter was offered at this hearing.
32.

Ms. Finander emailed CalSTRS on October 1, 2017, “just checking re-

progress so far.” She referenced the August email exchange and inquired as to
“LAUSD’s response to requests for records and info as we discussed.” Ms. Clark, replied
to Ms. Finander on October 2, 2017, advising that she had “reached out to the
department handling your request to provide an update” and would let Ms. Finander
know as soon as she heard anything.
33.

On October 9, 2017, CalSTRS provided Ms. Finander with a “year-by year

breakdown of your service credit membership date of 02/24/1975 through
08/01/2005, the close of the last complete school year. Your service credit is based on
the earnings data reported to CalSTRS by your employer.” CalSTRS advised Ms.
Finander that while “processing your request, a discrepancy was identified with the
service credit reported by your employer. We are working with CalSTRS Member
Account Services to have this discrepancy resolved.” Attached to the letter was a
worksheet showing the fiscal year, service credit, adjustments to service credit, and
pending employer adjustment of Ms. Finander’s employment.
34.

Yolanda Rivera, CalSTRS Associate Pension Program Analyst, Service

Retirement, sent Ms. Finander a letter on October 20, 2017, in follow-up to their
October 5, 2017, phone call in which Ms. Finander requested a review of her
retirement benefit calculations. Ms. Rivera wrote:
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As a CalSTRS member, you participate in a retirement
system that includes a traditional defined benefit. Since you
were hired to perform CalSTRS creditable service on or
before December 31, 2012, you are part of the CalSTRS 2%

at 60 benefit structure. Your traditional defined benefit
pension is based on a formula set by law, not on how much
you contributed to the system during your career. The
formula is used to calculate how much you will receive as a
guaranteed lifetime benefit. Your lifetime monthly benefit is
calculated using the following formula:
Service Credit X Age Factor X Final Compensation =
Lifetime Retirement Benefit
Ms. Rivera’s letter explained how service credit, age factor, and final
compensation are determined. She wrote that CalSTRS’s records indicated Ms.
Finander “retired for service on August 1, 2005, with 24.830 years of creditable service
and an age factor of .02200, based on your age 61 years and 7 months.” Ms. Finander
“retired with less than 25 years of service credit, therefore, pursuant to Education Code
Section 22134, CalSTRS must use your highest average annual compensation earnable
during any period of 36 consecutive months to calculate your final compensation.” Ms.
Rivera noted that Ms. Finander was incorrect about her highest earnable years, and
CalSTRS had used her actual three highest years to calculate her final compensation.
Ms. Rivera provided tables explaining how the final compensation and monthly
lifetime benefits had been calculated. Ms. Rivera concluded that CalSTRS’s review of
Ms. Finander’s retirement benefit calculation confirmed that her current total gross
monthly benefit had been accurately calculated and would remain unchanged.
19
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On April 18, 2018, Andrew Roth, CalSTRS’s Benefits and Services

Executive Officer, authored a letter to Ms. Finander informing her that after its
Executive Review, CalSTRS was unable to grant her request to recalculate her service
retirement benefit using 25 years of service credit and a one-year final compensation.
Mr. Roth explained that CalSTRS’s records indicated that Ms. Finander accrued 24.83
years of total service credit. Thus, Education Code section 22134 applied to her
calculation requiring CalSTRS to use the highest average annual compensation
earnable during any period of 36 consecutive months to calculate her final
compensation. Mr. Roth further explained that Education Code section 22308, which
allows CalSTRS to correct mistakes, did not apply as the facts did not support that a
correctable error or omission had occurred.
Mr. Roth noted that, contrary to Ms. Finander’s assertions, there was no
reference to any service credit purchase during the service retirement appointment
Ms. Finander had with Ms. Sharp on April 20, 2004, nor does the estimate Ms. Sharp
prepared, dated April 22, 2005, contain any reference to any service credit purchase.
Mr. Roth referenced the disclaimer in the documents Ms. Finander received, which
stated that the calculations in the estimate were based on assumptions provided by
her employer, that it was her responsibility to ensure that the information was correct,
and that the estimate was nonbinding.
Mr. Roth noted that the document prepared by Mr. Courdy on May 24, 2004,
contained an estimate that included .388 of permissive service credit, assuming Ms.
Finander would purchase .388 years of nonmember service, and contained the same
disclaimer as Ms. Sharp’s documents. On August 12, 2004, CalSTRS advised Ms.
Finander that she was only eligible to purchase .114, not .388, years of service credit,
informed her the purchase price for .114 years was $1,272.96, which she submitted and
20
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paid in one lump sum. Mr. Roth referenced subsequent correspondence with Ms.
Finander in 2005 wherein she inquired about purchasing workers compensation
service credit and was told what documentation was required, what years could not be
purchased, and the costs for purchasing five years of nonqualified service credit.
CalSTRS never received the required documentation, a response from Ms. Finander, or
the funds to purchase the five years. Mr. Roth concluded his letter by providing Ms.
Finander with information regarding her administrative hearing appeal rights.
36.

On August 2, 2018, Ms. Finander sent a letter to Mr. Roth appealing

CalSTRS’s decision, alleging that crucial and relevant facts were omitted and other
facts were falsified. Ms. Finander set out in detail her position, consistent with her
testimony and assertion at this hearing.

Testimony and Exhibits Offered by Ms. Finander and Her Husband
37.

Ms. Finander asserted that she only met one time with one counselor,

Ms. Sharp, who was neither trained nor qualified to provide retirement benefit
counseling. Ms. Finander testified that three times during the one “rushed” meeting
with Ms. Sharp, she “guaranteed” that paying $1,272.96 would give Ms. Finander 25
years of service credit, thereby allowing her benefits to be based on 12 months of her
highest salary. Ms. Finander repeatedly denied ever meeting Mr. Courdy. However,
during cross-examination when she was shown the May 24, 2004, documents she
signed after her meeting with Mr. Courdy, Ms. Finander then testified she did not meet
with him “in person,” and that she “may have mailed” the documents to him. Her
testimony in this regard is not credited.
CalSTRS’s records clearly documented three in person meetings. The “rushed”
meeting was because Ms. Finander was 35 minutes late. There is no documentation
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from either meeting with Ms. Sharp of any discussions regarding purchasing service
credit to reach 25 years. The meeting with Mr. Courdy is the only one where that issue
is documented. Ms. Finander’s signature on the documents after her second in person
meeting with Ms. Sharp and her in person meeting with Mr. Courdy refuted her claim
that no such meetings occurred. Ms. Finander never explained why she waited so
many years to challenge her service credit and final compensation. Ms. Finander
repeatedly claimed she “relied on” Ms. Sharp’s “guarantee” but that claim was
unpersuasive in light of the many CalSTRS records showing she only bought .114
service credit and had less than 25 years of service credit. At no time before she retired
did CalSTRS ever inform her that her service credit was at or above 25 years. The only
documents that assumed 25 years of service credit were two of Mr. Courdy’s Service
Retirement Estimates that were based on the assumption Ms. Finander could purchase
.388 service credit, something she was unable to do. Those Service Retirement
Estimates clearly state in the disclaimer that they are based on assumptions which are
subject to change, that the member must ensure the information is correct, and that
they are not binding on CalSTRS. Thereafter, letters sent to Ms. Finander in 2005, 2006,
2007 and 2008, all clearly stated that her service credit was less than 25 years. All of
Ms. Finander’s testimony, her exhibits offered at hearing, and her contentions were
refuted by the clear, concise, unambiguous, and well-documented CalSTRS records.
38.

Mr. Finander testified that he accompanied his wife to the one and only

CalSTRS meeting which was with Ms. Sharp. He denied that there were two other
meetings. Mr. Finander inquired of Ms. Sharp’s background and training and she
informed him and his wife that she only worked there part-time, was an LAUSD
employee who did job this for extra money, and had no special training. Given the
documents Ms. Sharp prepared, as well as the notation that Ms. Sharp was assigned
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the meeting after Ms. Finander requested an experienced counselor, that testimony
was not persuasive.
Mr. Finander claimed that during the meeting Ms. Sharp told them that
approximately $93,000 would allow Ms. Finander to purchase five years of service, a
sum they could not afford. They then inquired about purchasing service credit to give
Ms. Finander 25 years, and Ms. Sharp “guaranteed” three different times that paying
$1,272.96 would accomplish that goal. Mr. Finander claimed Ms. Sharp confirmed her
statements by letting him view her computer screen. Mr. Finander made several
inquiries about Ms. Sharp’s statement because he and his wife were both delighted
and surprised that $1,272.96 would give her 25 years of service credit. Mr. Finander
emphasized that he and his wife relied upon Ms. Sharp’s “guarantee,” but that claim
was not persuasive given the numerous CalSTRS records clearly advising Ms. Finander
she did not have 25 years.
39.

Like Ms. Finander’s claims, the CalSTRS documents did not support Mr.

Finander’s testimony. He is clearly mixing up three different meetings; it was only the
meeting with Mr. Courdy where purchasing service credit to achieve 25 years was
discussed and documented. Ms. Sharp’s records did not document she had any
discussions regarding Ms. Finander purchasing either service or non-service credit. In
fact, when Ms. Finander met the second time with Ms. Sharp in 2005, she had already
purchased .114 service credit she discussed with Mr. Courdy. The approximately
$93,000 cost to purchase five years was only referenced in documents sent to Ms.
Finander in February 2005, months after her first meeting with Ms. Sharp and her
meeting with Mr. Courdy, and months before her second meeting with Ms. Sharp.
Neither Mr. Courdy nor Ms. Sharp documented discussions with Ms. Finander of any
such purchase.
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Complainant introduced records of Mr. Finander’s prior discipline by the

Arizona State Bar. Complainant argued that those findings demonstrated that Mr.
Finander was not a credible witness. That argument was not persuasive. Mr. Finander’s
presentation, and that of Ms. Finander, did not demonstrate they were not credible;
they are firmly convinced of their position. It is most likely they will always believe their
version of events, despite all the evidence to the contrary and the findings reached in
this decision. For whatever reason, they have mixed up the events that occurred at
three meetings into their firm belief that there was only one meeting, and possibly one
not “in person” meeting, and reject the unambiguous letters from CalSTRS clearly
explaining that Ms. Finander was purchasing .114 service credit, was not eligible to
purchase .388, and had less than 25 years of service credit. Mr. Finander’s and Ms.
Finander’s beliefs in their position did not make them untruthful witnesses; it seems,
perhaps, that because they had a “Gazillion” questions they are confused about what
transpired. But whatever the reason, they did not appear to be untruthful, rather
simply confused. Mr. Finander’s prior discipline was not relied upon in reaching any of
the findings contained in this decision.

Ms. Finander’s Allegations Regarding CalSTRS’s Conduct
41.

Ms. Finander alleged that CalSTRS and its attorneys breached the

fiduciary duties owed to her, were unethical, were “diabolical,” misled her, violated
California’s Constitution and various laws, engaged in outrageous conduct, and
committed other egregious acts. No evidence supported any of her allegations.
CalSTRS’s documents clearly explained the events at issue and did not support
any of Ms. Finander’s or her husband’s testimony. In fact, their claims were completely
contrary to all of the unambiguous documents introduced. There was no evidence that
CalSTRS’s attorneys acted unethically, or engaged in any inappropriate conduct.
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During this hearing CalSTRS’s attorneys treated Ms. Finander and her husband with
courtesy and respect, and there was no evidence to suggest that they had not done so
in any of their past dealings with her or her husband.
Ms. Finander’s assertions in the evidence she offered, the motions she filed, and
the claims she made at hearing were unsupported by any credible or reliable evidence,
were directly refuted by the CALSTRS documents introduced, and were without merit.
There were no breaches of fiduciary duties owed to her and no evidence of any
unethical, illegal, diabolical, egregious, or improper conduct by CalSTRS or its counsel.
All of Ms. Finander’s allegations in this regard are denied in their entirety.

LEGAL CONCLUSIONS
Standard and Burden of Proof
1.

In the absence of a statute to the contrary, the standard of proof is a

preponderance of the evidence. (Evid. Code, § 115.) An applicant for a benefit has the
burden of proving he or she is entitled to it. (Glover v. Board of Retirement (1989) 214
Cal.App.3d 1327, 1332.)

Applicable Code Sections
2.

Education Code section 22134 states that “final compensation” is “the

highest average annual compensation earnable by a member during any period of
three consecutive school years while an active member of the Defined Benefit Program
or time during which he or she was not a member but for which the member has
received credit under the Defined Benefit Program ......... ”
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Education Code section 22134.5 states that, notwithstanding Education

Code section 22134, “final compensation” for members with 25 or more years of
service credit is the “highest average annual compensation earnable by a member
during any period of 12 consecutive months while an active member of the Defined
Benefit Program, or time during which he or she was not a member but for which the
member has received credit under the Defined Benefit Program......... ”
4.

Education Code section 22308, subdivision (a), allows CalSTRS to correct

the errors or omissions of any member or beneficiary of the Defined Benefit Program if
the error or omission was the result of mistake, inadvertence, surprise or excusable
neglect and the correction will not provide the party with a status, right, or obligation
not otherwise available. Subdivision (b) states that the failure of a member or
beneficiary “to make the inquiry that would be made by a reasonable person in like or
similar circumstances does not constitute an ‘error or omission’ correctable under this
section.” Subdivision (c) authorizes CalSTRS to “correct all actions taken as result of
errors or omissions employer or this system.” Subdivision (e) states that corrections of
errors or omissions “shall be such that the status, rights, and obligations of all parties
. . . Are adjusted to be the same that they would have been if the act that was taken or
would have been taken, but for the error or omission, was taken at the proper time.”

Equitable Estoppel
5.

With regard to the well-established doctrine of equitable estoppel, “The

vital principle is that he who by his language or conduct leads another to do what he
would not otherwise have done shall not subject such person to loss or injury by
disappointing the expectations upon which he acted. Such a change of position is
sternly forbidden. It involves fraud and falsehood, and the law abhors both.” (Seymour
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v. Oelrichs (1909) 156 Cal. 782, 795, quoted in City of Long Beach v. Mansell (1970) 3
Cal.3d 462, 488.)
6.

“Generally speaking, four elements must be present in order to apply the

doctrine of equitable estoppel: (1) the party to be estopped must be apprised of the
facts; (2) he must intend that his conduct shall be acted upon, or must so act that the
party asserting the estoppel had a right to believe it was so intended; (3) the other
party must be ignorant of the true state of facts; and (4) he must rely upon the
conduct to his injury .......... The doctrine of equitable estoppel may be applied against
the government where justice and right require it.” (Driscoll v. City of Los Angeles
(1967) 67 Cal.2d 297, 305-306.) The party asserting the estoppel bears the burden of
proof. (Killian v. City and County of San Francisco (1978) 77 Cal. App. 3d 1, 16.)
7.

“The government may be bound by an equitable estoppel in the same

manner as a private party when the elements requisite to such an estoppel against a
private party are present and, in the considered view of a court of equity, the injustice
which would result from a failure to uphold an estoppel is of sufficient dimension to
justify any effect upon public interest or policy which would result from the raising of
an estoppel.” (City of Long Beach v. Mansell, supra, 3 Cal.3d at 496-497.)
8.

However, it is generally “held that the power of a public officer cannot be

expanded by application of this doctrine.” (Page v. City of Montebello (1980) 112
Cal.App.3d 658, 667.) In other words, the doctrine may not be applied when doing so
“would have the effect of granting to the state’s agents the power to bind the state
merely by representing that they have the power to do so.” (Ibid.)
9.

Applying the elements of equitable estoppel set forth above, the

evidence established that (1) CalSTRS did not know Ms. Finander thought she had
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purchased service credit so as to reach 25 years, CalSTRS clearly and unambiguously
advised her she was not eligible to purchase .388, she could only purchase .114, and
had less than 25 years of service credit, and numerous CalSTRS documents informed
Ms. Finander that her service credit was below 25 years; (2) CalSTRS did not do
anything that would lead Ms. Finander to believe she had 25 years of service credit,
CalSTRS clearly advised her she did not have that much time in multiple
communications with her; (3) Ms. Finander was not ignorant of the true facts; all
CalSTRS documents clearly advised her she had less than 25 years of service credit;
and (4) Ms. Finander could not have “relied on any representation by CalSTRS that she
had 25 years of service credit” because CalSTRS never made any such representation.
Ms. Finander failed to establish that equitable estoppel applied so as to give her 25
years of service credit.

Precedential Decisions
10.

Government Code section 11425.60 authorizes agencies to designate

decisions as precedential that contain “a significant legal or policy determination of
general application that is likely to recur.” Precedential decisions may be expressly
relied upon by the administrative law judge and the agency. Complainant introduced
two precedential decisions for consideration. In the Matter of the Statement of Issues

for Retirement Benefits (Disability Retirement Effective Date) of Marc Bashara
(Precedential Decision 18-03) examined when Education Code section 22308 may
apply. In the Matter of the Statement of Issues Against: Walnut Creek School District

(Precedential Decision 19-02) set forth CalSTRS’s duty to ensure pensions are
calculated in accordance with the law and that applicants for retirement benefits have
the burden of proof.
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Evaluation of Causes for Denial
11.

Cause for Denial of Ms. Finander’s appeal was established pursuant to

Education Code section 22134. Ms. Finander retired with less than 25 years of service
credit. CalSTRS correctly calculated her final compensation using the highest average
annual compensation earnable during any period of 36 consecutive months.
12.

Cause for Denial of Ms. Finander’s appeal was established because Ms.

Finander failed to demonstrate there were any errors or omissions to correct as
allowed by Education Code section 22308, subdivision (a).

ORDER
The appeal filed by Marlene Finander challenging CalSTRS’s denial of her
request to have her benefits recalculated is dismissed. Ms. Finander’s Final
Compensation and Service Credit were correctly calculated. Her claims against CalSTRS
and its attorneys are unfounded.

DATE: November 16, 2020

Mary Agnes Matyszewski (Nov 16, 2020 14:45 PST)

MARY AGNES MATYSZEWSKI
Administrative Law Judge
Office of Administrative Hearings
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Redacted

e-m: Redacted
DT: December 9, 2020

/

TO: Appeals Committee, CAL-STRS

RE: TIMELY FILED [per C.C.P. 1010.6(4)(A): Appeal: CASE # STRS20180032, OAH # 2019091079
RE: Letter from Jessica Ramirez, dated November 18, 2020

..-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------..
APPEAL JURISDICTION
[NOTE-A] General Procedural Jurisdiction: CA Govt. Code 11517;
Applicable part: 2nd sentence of sub-section (a) and sub-section (c);
PRIMARY requested action: sub-sub-section (2)(E) thereunder:
Reject ALJ report/RE-DECIDE appeal (*) more about this at end of this appeal
[NOTE-B] Substantive Jurisdiction(s): FIDUCIARY DUTIES owed to members:
CA Educ. Code(s) 22250 and 26002
[NOTE-C] Additional MAJOR substantive jurisdiction(s): CA Educ. Code(s) 22308
[Adjustment of Errors] and 22010 [Erroneous Statements]
[NOTE-D] Enclosed statement: 5.p. limit per Ms. Ramirez’ letter includes the MAJOR relevant reaffirmed one-page attachment from LAUSD [this is NOT new information, it is in your files]
..

..
THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBES IGNORED AND BROKEN STATUTES BY CAL-STRS AGAINST ME:

[1] Referring first to the LAUSD attachment [NOTE-D, above]: this proof of RE-confirmation of
information that has been in CAL-STRS’ files for fifteen (15) years: I WAS A FULL-TIME TEACHER
FOR TWENTY-SEVEN (27) YEARS from 1979-2005. Additionally, I was a part-time teacher at LAUSD
from March-June 1979. Cal-Strs itself recognizes in its own document dated 08/12/2004 adding
service credit saying I was “paid in full.” IN ADDITION, see the internal Cal-Strs e-mail dated Aug.
14, 2017 from Patti Clark to Yolanda Rivera, cc: Tom Barrett, with my own e-mail attached thereto
[same date] which included added information needed to correct Cal-Strs errors re my corrected
highest salary years [exh. # AA-0035-0036 = CS exh.# Disco. 0313-0314, it was my choice but not done.
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DT: DECEMBER 9, 2020; TO: CAL-STRS APPEALS COMMITTEE [THIS IS PAGE 2]
..
..
Cal-Strs says cross-referencing to document form # SR 0554 (Re. 12/96) dated Nov. 30, 2005, the
document titled “Employment Termination and Sick Leave Report” [my exh. # AA-0044 = CS exhibit #
“Disco. 0347] there is checked the box in front of this mostly pre-printed form sentence:
“[x] Final compensation salary reduction I certify that because of a reduction in school funds,
the above member’s salary was reduced during the following school year(s) 92 / 93, this
member is eligible to use any three non-consecutive years for final compensation.”
THIS WAS NOT DONE by Cal-Strs. Per Cal. Educ. Code 22134.5, my FIRST HIGHEST year of
Compensation: 2003-2004: $67,687.20 IGNORED BY CAL-STRS. [CS’s own exh. “Disco.” 0343]; MY
SECOND AND THIRD HIGHEST YEARS were any 2 of 3 years (1997-2000): $67,500: my exh. # AA-0035
= CS exh # “Disco. 0313”: my e-m portion of this combined 2 documents on page one, # par. [1]. MY
FIRST CHOICE OF LEGAL RIGHTS WAS IGNORED [$67,687.20]; for 2 years $67.500 was ignored. I am
requesting the corrected figures of $67,687.20 and $67.500 as my yearly compensation for mylifetime retirement pension benefits [+ all COLAs] and all the back moneys which are due to me.

[2] My RECORD of PUBLIC SERVICE to the students and people of California contradicts document
after document after document in CAL-STRS’ file which claims that I did not even earn 25 years of
such public service … THIS IS FALSE. Yet, as NOT contradicted by Cal-Strs ever, was my Nov. 4, 2020
hearing testimony re my ADDITIONAL RISK-TO-MY-LIFE YEARS of FULL-TIME teaching service to the
“At Risk students” in LAUSD. See my 8-page letter dated Aug. 2, 2018 with crucial information
regarding this LIFE-THREATENING teaching assignment, and the YET ADDED ADDITIONAL Special
Services to LAUSD and its students in the “Youth Who are Neglected, Delinquent, or at Risk of
Dropping Out” program for FOUR YEARS [after school hours of more service to LAUSD and the people
of Calif. 8 hrs./week. Yet even more ADDITIONAL service NOT recognized by Cal-Strs: My teaching at
Orange Coast College for two years [Aug. 2, 2018 letter]. FINALLY: The risk to my life WAS REAL:
in May 2001, several youths burst into my At-Risk classroom with baseball bats looking to kill me,
asking the Assistant “where is Mrs. Finander?” [I believe that they were sent by the mother of a
student who wrote that she was going to kill me; I suspect that it was because I suspended her son
and called her at work]. Luckily, I happened to be out that day. [note: another day, a student was
brandishing a knife in class; DO I DESEREVE RESPECT INSTEAD OF DIS-RESPECT?

DT: DECEMBER 9, 2020
..
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TO: CAL-STRS APPEAL COMMITTEE [THIS IS PAGE 3]
-..

[3] Does FIDUCARY DUTY [Cal. Educ. Codes 22250 and 26002] AND FAIRNESS TO ME MEAN
ANYTHING? Cal-Strs did not honor it. This evil-spirited contradiction of both the legislative public
policy of this state and just plain moral decency 100% flies in the face of the DUTY OWED TO ME as
an INTENDED BENEFICIARY of FIDCUARY DUTY by the very Fiduciary entity --- CAL-STRS --- to which
this absolute obligation applies(Educ. Codes 22250 and 26002) for which Educ. Code 22308 is the 100%
APPLICABLE CORRECTION authority to grant my earned Cal-Strs retirement benefits. These Fiduciary
Duties owed to me were given NO respect and completely ignored by the ALJ in her report to Cal-Strs.
With these observations, in fact, the decision rendered in this case reveals a distinctive under-current
of attitude. My further understanding is that as the underdog, I was unfairly denied my rights.
CAL-STRS representatives REPEATEDLY disagreed with each other and tossed around numerous figures
in order to confuse me. Yet Cal-Strs documents state that I am paid in full. The fact that your officials
could not agree among themselves over and over is a miscarriage of justice to me, which flies in the
face of the FIDUCARY DUTY OWED TO ME per Cal. Educ. Codes 22250 and 26002 and needs immediate
correction within your authority per Cal. Educ.Code 22308. Also, Cal. Educ. C. 22010 is 100% relevant
because of the repeated over and over errors and mis-statements and lack of internal calculation
agreements by Cal-Strs staff … which then qualifies as so legally grossly negligent that it equals
intentional mis-statements [Cal. Educ. Code 22010].
[4] Here is how my Cal-Strs benefits were DIABOLICALLY mis-calculated … what a plan against an
innocent retiree! CAL-STRS knowingly hired an outsider of Cal-Strs … a grossly incompetent
representative who “GUARANTEED” to me THREE TIMES that my deposit of EXACTLY $1,272.96
additional moneys by check to CAL-STRS would result in me being PROPERLY CREDITED WITH
25YEARS service credit [still 2 years less than 27 years FULL TIME TEACHING AND THE MANY YEARS OF
ADDITIONAL TEACHING AT LAUSD AND ORANGE COAST COLLEGE AND ANAHEIM SCHOOL DISTRICT,
AND HUNTINGTON BEACH HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT AND SANTA ANA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT].
Where is the credit for ALL THESE YEARS OF SERVICE? Why would I use a figure such as $1,272,96
If it was not quoted as a correct figure by April Sharp … for correctly qualifying for AT LEAST 25 years of
service compensation credit at my highest yearly salary?
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[5] Cal-Strs outside attorneys Axelbaum and Brudigam ignored my request to detail April Sharp’s
qualifications.The attys. also ignored my request for identifying the relationship between this “outside”
[non-Cal-Strs employee] “counselor” and CAL-STRS until finally, many months later, on page 314 out of
360 pages of Discovery documents sent to me by Cal-Strs’ attorneys, her position as an employee of LA
County Office of Education was finally listed in such small font-type size that it actually required me to
use a magnifying glass to see --- confirming how much time AFTER THE FACT that CAL-STRS attorneys
tried to hide this crucial information. THE REASON WAS: SHE WAS NOT A TRAINED COUNSELOR, OR
CAL-STRS OFFICIAL IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER. This slyly legal step on the part of Cal-Strs once
again, EASILY qualifies as IGNORING BOTH the FIDUCIARY DUTY action in my favor [per Cal. Educ.
C.(s) 22250 and 26002] via this Appeals Committee using its authority per Cal. Educ. C. 22308 to
correct THIS INJUSTICE horribly and wrongly foisted upon me [see, once again, my 8-page letter to
Cal-Strs dated Aug. 2, 2018 for details]. However, Cal-Strs’ attorneys Axelbaum and Brudigam
repeatedly defended April Sharp, though she had no qualifications whatsoever for this crucial
responsibility for my pension benefits. Further Axelbaum shouted at me that the April Sharp
anecdotal never happened; he accused me of this over and over and continued accusations and
shouting at me. THESE ARE THE KINDS OF ATTORNEYS THAT CAL-STRS HIRES. I realize that you
would rather ASSIGN FAR MORE money to attorneys who bully and demean innocent retirees than
assigning the correct retirement benefits to me. Referring to 2 non-existent meetings introduced by
Axelbaum I observed my signature and printed-name appear on a document from a Mr. Cordley; the
printing is not mine; the signature originally appeared on a different document and it was
reproduced for his document. The written date on the document was not of my writing. Axelbaum
assigned my attendance at two meetings with a Mr. Cordley but I NEVER EVEN MET HIM, EVER.
MOST NOTABLY: per my Aug. 2, 2018 letter: April Sharp admitted that she was NOT a specially
qualified’ financial advisor but a teacher just trying to earn some extra money and then said: “that’s
the way they [CAL-STRS] do things.,” [my exh # AA-0024, par.2]. THIS IS/WAS GROSSLY OUTRAGEOUS
TO ME. I retired from LAUSD due to unexpected VIOLENCE directed to me … and possible future
violence to me. An LAUSD official could not protect me. I was not safe, I would never be safe.

../s/.. MARLENE R. FINANDER

[see also 1 p. attachment]

